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Abstract

We consider the implementation of process control ap-
plications on a Wireless LAN with a collision-free CSMA
MAC protocol called CANlike (adaptation of the MAC
protocol of the CAN bus to the wireless context). The
goal of this paper is to show a co-design approach which
is based on relations between the Quality of Control
(QoC) provided by the controller and the Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) provided by the frame scheduling in the MAC
layer of the Wireless LAN. We present, first, the relation
QoS→QoC on the basis of a compensation method for
time delays called dominant pole method, and second, the
relation QoC→QoS based on the hybrid priorities for the
frame scheduling. Finally, we show the interest of the joint
action of the delay compensation and the role of the hybrid
priority (i.e. relation QoS⇋QoC) in order to have a more
efficient Wireless Networked Control System design.

1. Introduction

The study and design of Networked Control Systems
(NCSs) is a very important research area today because
of its multidisciplinary aspect (Automatic Control, Com-
puter Science, Communication Network). The current ob-
jective of NCS design today is to consider a co-design in
order to have an efficient control system [21], [23], [2].

Several works [11], [20], [4] have shown the interest
of a co-design between Automatic Control and Computer
Science (Task scheduling).

Some other works have shown the co-design interest by
considering Automatic Control and Communication Net-
work [13], [24], [7], [14]. But the aspect Communication
Network mainly concerns the wired networks.

However today, we see more and more the use of wire-
less networks in the development of NCSs, then it is very
important to work on the co-design of Wireless NCSs.

In the Wireless LAN (WLAN) context, the MAC pro-
tocol plays a basic role on the scheduling of the frames.
Two main types of Wireless MAC protocol are CSMA
(Carrier Sense Multiple Access) and TDMA (Time Divi-
sion Multiple Access) types. CSMA is more flexible than

TDMA with respect to changes in a network i.e. adding
or withdrawing a node or an application. Furthermore,
CSMA is also more suitable for sporadic traffic. In this
work, we consider MAC protocols of the type CSMA for
single-channel and single-hop WLANs.

However, the big drawback of the CSMA protocols is
the occurrence of collisions (an example is IEEE 802.11
DCF [5]) and then we cannot get QoS guarantees (for ex-
ample, time delay upper bound) for real-time applications.
Obtaining QoS guarantees with CSMA protocols is pos-
sible by associating priorities to the frames (a rich bib-
liography is presented in [26], [25]). The priorities can
be defined in CSMA protocols by different sizes of the
inter-frame space and/or contention window [6], [10], but
these approaches cannot fully avoid the collision. One
collision-free approach is to use the BlackBurst technique
[22], [18], [15]. The idea is to let contending nodes send
jamming signals of length according to the priority, the
winner is the one that has the longest signal (i.e. the high-
est priority). Another collision-free approach is to adapt
the MAC protocol of the wired CAN bus [3] to the wire-
less context [27], [19]. In this study, we consider the last
approach and use a collision-free CSMA MAC protocol
called CANlike that we have defined in [16].

The goal of this paper is to show the interest of a
co-design of the QoS provided by the frame scheduling
of the WLAN, and the QoC provided by the controller
(i.e. relation QoS⇋QoC). We have then both the rela-
tion QoS→QoC (QoC is QoS driven i.e. network perfor-
mances aware dynamic QoC adaptation) and the relation
QoC→QoS (QoS is QoC driven i.e. application perfor-
mances aware dynamic QoS adaptation).
We have already done such works in the context of the
wired CAN bus [13]. In this paper, we want to present a
study of the same type as in [13], but for the wireless con-
text using CANlike. Firstly, we present the interest of the
relation QoS→QoC where the controller is aware on-line
of the loop time delay of a process control application and
adapts its parameters by using a dominant pole method
(compensation for time delays). Here we use CAN-
like with the static priorities for the frame scheduling.
Secondly, we present the interest of the relation



QoC→QoS based on the use of hybrid priorities for the
frame scheduling. Here we use CANlike with the hy-
brid priorities and do not use any compensation method
for time delays. Finally, we present the benefit from com-
bining these two relations i.e. the relation QoS⇋QoC. We
have thus a co-design on the basis of the joint action of the
delay compensation and the hybrid priority.

This study is done by using the simulator TrueTime
[17], a tool box based on Matlab/Simulink which allows
to simulate real-time distributed control systems.

This paper includes the following sections: the section
2 presents the context of the study; the section 3 concerns
the implementation of the relation QoS→QoC; the section
4 concerns the implementation of the relation QoC→QoS;
the section 5 presents the implementation of the relation
QoS⇋QoC; the section 6 presents the conclusion.

2 Context of the study

2.1 Process control application which is considered

Y(s)
G(s)K(1+sTd)

R(s)

Figure 1. Continuous control system.

The considered process control application is a con-
tinuous linear application, the model of which is given
on Fig. 1. The process to control has the transfer func-
tion G(s) = 1000

s(s+1) . We use a Proportional Deriva-
tive (PD) controller in order to have a phase mar-
gin of 45◦ which imposes the following values:
K = 0.7291; Td = 0.0297 s. The input reference is a
unity position step R(s) = 1/s and the output is Y (s).

The transfer function F (s) of the closed loop system is

F (s) =
1000K(1 + Tds)

s2 + (1 + 1000KTd)s+ 1000K

F (s) =
ω2
n(1 + Tds)

s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2
n

(1)

where ωn is the natural pulsation and ζ is the damping
coefficient (ω2

n = 1000K; 2ζωn = 1 + 1000KTd).
We have: ωn = 27 rad/s; ζ = 0.4; the two poles

p1,2 = −ζωn ± jωn

√

1− ζ2, i.e. p1,2 = −11 ± j24.5;
the overshoot O = 33.8%; the settling time (at 2%)
ts = 284 ms; the time response (represented on Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Time response y(t).
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Figure 3. Implementation of a process con-
trol application through a network.

2.2 Implementation of the process control applica-

tion through a network

The implementation on a network which requires the
sampling of the output y(t) is represented on Fig. 3.

We call h the sampling period and tk the sampling in-
stant (tk = kh with k = 0, 1, 2 . . .), tk is the start of the
period k. The value of h is defined by considering the
formula ωnh ∈ [0.1; 0.6] [1]. Here we take h = 10 ms.

We have three computers C1, C2, C3 in which we have
the sensor task, the controller task and the actuator task re-
spectively. The sensor task samples the output signal and
sends it to the controller task. The controller task com-
putes the control signal u and sends it to the actuator task.
The actuator task receives the control signal u and applies
it to the controlled process.
The sensor task is time-triggered while the controller task
and the actuator task are event-triggered.

The implementation on a network produces two frame
flows including the Sensor-Controller flow (noted the fsc
flow) and the Controller-Actuator flow (noted fca flow).

The running of the control system is characterized by
several time delays: computational time delays in the run-
ning of the sensor, controller and actuator tasks in their
computers; communication time delays in the transmis-
sion of the fsc frames (noted τsc) and the fca frames
(noted τca). Note that the ZOH behavior can be seen as
a pure communication time delay τZOH = h/2 [9].

In this work, we only consider the time delays τsc, τca
and τZOH . The computational and functional delays are
neglected. The time delay of the closed loop in each sam-
pling period is:

τ = τsc + τca + τZOH (2)

2.3 Model of the implementation of a process control

application through a network

This model can be represented by the continuous
model given on Fig. 4 where the time delays (τca+τZOH)
and τsc are represented respectively by the transfer func-
tions e−(τca+τZOH)s and e−τsc.s.

The transfer function F (s) is now:

F (s) =
K(1 + Tds)e

−(τca+τZOH )sG(s)

1 +K(1 + Tds)e−τsG(s)
(3)
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Figure 4. Control system with time delays.

The exponential function can be replaced
with the Padé first order approximation i.e.
e−τs ≈ −s+2/τ

s+2/τ and e−(τca+τZOH )s ≈ −s+2/(τca+τZOH )
s+2/(τca+τZOH ) .

By calling a = 2/τ and b = 2/(τca + τZOH), we finally
get the transfer function as follows:

F (s) =
1000Ka(1 + Tds)(1 + s/a)(1− s/b)

f3(s)(1 + s/b)
(4)

where f3(s) = s3+(1+a−1000KTd)s
2+(1000KTda+

a− 1000K)s+ 1000Ka.
We have 4 poles (3 poles p1, p2, p3 of the polynomial
f3(s), p4 = −b = −2/(τca + τZOH ) and 3 zeros
(z1 = − 1

Td

, z2 = −a = − 2
τ , z3 = b = 2

τca+τZOH
).

2.4 Dominant pole method

This method has been represented in [12], [13]. We
will present here some main points.

Main ideas

Consider that the controller has the knowledge of the
loop time delay τ (Equa. 2). With this knowledge, the
controller has to compensate this time delay by modifying
the parameters K and Td in such a way to maintain the
same type of transient behavior for the process control ap-
plication as before the implementation on the network (i.e.
characterized by the two poles of the transfer function of
Equa. 1). As the transfer function of the system imple-
mented on the network (Equa. 4) has 4 poles (p1, p2, p3,
p4), the modification of K and Td, according to the domi-
nant pole method, must keep the main role for the 2 poles
of Equa. 1 (i.e. poles p1,2 = R ± jI (with R = −11
and I = 24.5) which are called the dominant poles) and
integrate the conditions which give an insignificant role to
the poles p3, p4 (called insignificant poles). In order to be
insignificant, the poles p3 and p4 must have their real part
very smaller than that of the dominant poles.

Note that as the equation 4 has three zeros, we also
have to evaluate the influence of these zeros on the over-
shoot of the time response y(t).

The computations in the controller for the mainte-

nance of the dominant poles

Consider the polynomial f3(s) in the denominator of
Equa. 4, this polynomial concerns the poles p1, p2, p3 and
can be written as (s− p1)(s− p2)(s− p3), which can be
re-written by considering the values of p1,2 = R± jI:

(s− p1)(s− p2)(s− p3)

= s
3
− (2R+p3)s

2+(2Rp3+R
2+ I

2)s− (R2+ I
2)p3 (5)

By identifying f3(s) with Equa. 5, we get the relations
which allow to determine the value of p3, K and Td:























p3 = −
a3 + (2 + 2R)a2 − (R2 + I2)a

a2 − 2Ra+R2 + I2

K = −
(R2 + I2)p3

1000a

Td =
1 + a+ p3 + 2R

1000K

(6)

We replace the value of K in Equa. 4 by this one
found in Equa. 6 and taking into account the relation
R2 + I2 = ω2

n, we have now the transfer function:

F (s) =
ω2
n(1 + Tds)(1− s/z2)(1− s/z3)

(s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2
n)(1− s/p3)(1− s/p4)

(7)

Remark

If the network is not overloaded (τsc + τca < h), we
have shown in [13] that, the poles p3 and p4 are insignif-
icant and that the effect of the zeros z2 and z3 can be ne-
glected, only the zero z1 = −1/Td must be considered.
In these conditions, the transfer function in Equ. 7 can be
rewritten as follows:

F (s) =
ω2
n(1 + Tds)

s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2
n

(8)

We see that we have the same form as the transfer func-
tion of the system without delay (Equ. 1) but now the
value of Td is changed. We have already shown in [13]
that, when the delay increases, the zero z1 moves closer to
the origin and it increases the overshoot.

2.5 Control law

The controller computes the control signal uk (which
includes the Proportional component Pk and the Derivate
component Dk) by using the following formula:







Pk = Kek
Dk = Td

Nh+Td

Dk−1 +
NKTd

Nh+Td

(ek − ek−1)

uk = Pk +Dk

(9)

where ek = rk − yk, N is a constant ([1], page 307).

2.6 Criteria for the QoC evaluation

The QoC is evaluated, in particular, with a cost func-
tion ITSE (Integral of Time-weighted Square Error) noted

J with J =
T
∫

0

t(r(t) − y(t))2dt with T > ts in order to

cover the transient regime duration. We consider T = 500
ms and we get the value of J for the system in Sect. 2.1
(noted J0) is J0 = 9.4562.10−4. J0 will be considered as
the reference value for the study done along the paper.
When we will consider the process control applications
implemented on the network, the performance criteria
will be represented by the term J−J0

J0

% = ∆J
J0

%. The

higher the value ∆J
J0

% is, the more degraded the QoC is.

Note that we will also consider the overshoot (O%) and
visualize the time response (y(t)).



2.7 On the priorities associated to the frames

Generally the priorities are static ones i.e. each flow
has a unique priority specified a priori out of line and all
the frames of a flow have the same priority.

However, we can also have hybrid priorities i.e. priori-
ties with two priority levels. One level represents the flow
priority which is a static priority and the other represents
the frame transmission urgency. This concept of dynamic
priority has a great interest for systems where we have
transient behaviors which require a good reactivity. That
is particularly true for the process control applications.

The consideration of hybrid priorities requires to struc-
ture the field ID in two levels (Fig. 5) in which the level 1
represents the flow priority and the level 2 represents the
urgency priority [7].

Level 2 Level  1

MSB LSB

m bits (n-m) bits

MSB: Most Significant Bit
LSB: Least Significant Bit

Figure 5. ID field structure (hybrid priority).

In the context of the competition based on these hybrid
priorities, the competition is executed by comparing first
the bits of the level 2 (urgency predominance). If the ur-
gencies are identical, the level 1 (static priorities which
have the uniqueness properties) resolves the competition.

We will here consider both two cases (static priority
and hybrid priority) for the scheduling of the frames of
the flows fsc and fca of process control applications.

Case of the static priorities

Call Psc and Pca the priorities of the fsc and fca
flow, respectively, of a process control application. It has
been shown in a previous work [8] that we must have
Pca > Psc. In the context of a shared network, this con-
dition allows the controller to act faster after the reception
of a fsc frame. In this study, we consider this result.

Case of the hybrid priorities

Concerning the level 1 i.e. the static priority, we con-
sider the result that we have just presented. While with
respect to the level 2, i.e. the dynamic priority, its specifi-
cation requires, at first, to choose a variable of the process
control application which is relevant for characterizing the
transmission urgency and, then, to express a way for trans-
lating this variable into a priority.

The variable that we consider is the control signal u
[7], the value of which is representative of the strength of
the action which is requested to the actuator.

The control signal u is translated into a priority on the
basis of an increasing function of |u| (Fig. 6, Equa. 10)
characterized by a saturation for a value |u| which is
2/3|u|max i.e. less than |u|max. The idea is to be very
reactive before the need becomes very important. The
choice 2/3|u|max is an arbitrary choice.

Dynamic priority

0

max3

2
u

)(uf

maxP

u
max

u

Pmax is the maximum dynamic priority
umax is the maximum value of the control signal u

Figure 6. Dynamic priority (function of u).

f(u) =

{

Pmax

√

|u|
2

3
|u|max

, 0 ≤ |u| ≤ 2
3 |u|max

Pmax, |u| > 2
3 |u|max

(10)

The dynamic priority is computed by the controller
each time it receives a frame of the fsc flow.

Remark

We can have other possible choices of the variable to
represent the transmission urgency, for example, the error
e = r − y. We have done a comparison in terms of QoC
between the use of u and e for this particular considered
application. In this case, u gives better results than e. This
is why u is used. But a deeper study has to be done con-
sidering different transfer functions and controllers.

2.8 CANlike protocol

This protocol has been totally explained and presented
in [16]. Here we only present a summary.

Main ideas

As introduced, CANlike is an adaptation of the MAC
protocol of the wired bus CAN to the wireless network.

In the wired bus CAN, MAC entities can send bits and
listen to the channel simultaneously. Each MAC entity has
an unique ID (identifier) field placed at the beginning of
the frame. The ID represents the priority and allows to do
the channel access tournament. The tournament is done
by a comparison bit by bit between the IDs of the frames
trying to access the channel. In one bit-by-bit comparison,
a bit 0 called a dominant bit overwrites a bit 1 which is
a recessive bit. Because of the uniqueness of the ID, the
MAC entity which has the highest priority will be the only
one winner after the tournament and it will send its frame.

In the wireless context, the bus CAN protocol cannot
be directly implemented with wireless transceivers since
the transceivers cannot transmit and receive simultane-
ously in the same channel, so we consider the proposal,
which has been done in [27], [19]: one slot time (dura-
tion) is provided for each ID bit, a dominant bit consists
in the sending of a carrier wave during its duration while a
recessive bit consists in the sensing/listening of the chan-
nel during its duration.
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Figure 7. Example of a time diagram of the CANlike protocol.

So, in each MAC entity, the tournament on each bit has
the following characteristics:

• The MAC entity has a dominant bit: this entity sends
a carrier wave and at the end of the sending, it wins
by definition the tournament related to this bit and
then, it continues the tournament on the next bit.

• The MAC entity has a recessive bit: either it senses
a carrier wave on the channel, then it loses the tour-
nament related to this bit and stops the tournament
phase, or it senses nothing (that means that there is no
dominant bit sent by another MAC entity) and then it
can continue the tournament on the next bit.

At the end of the tournament, there will be only one
winner which will send its frame.

We want to note here three important points:

• A MAC entity needs, before to start a tournament,
to observe that the channel is idle during some time
(called observation time of the idle channel). The
role is to avoid intrusions in a tournament in progress.
This time must be higher than the maximum time
when the channel is idle during the tournament.

• The start of a tournament requires the MAC entity
to send a synchronization (SYN) bit (which is still a
carrier wave). The role is to inform the other MAC
entities, which participate in the tournament, of the
arrival of the ID bits and then to constitute a time
reference for the analysis of the ID bits. A MAC
entity, which receives a SYN bit, but has not sent its
SYN bit, does not participate in the tournament.

• Because of the distance among MAC entities and the
asynchronism of SYN bit transmissions, a MAC en-
tity may finish its SYN bit transmission before the
end of the propagation of the SYN bit transmission
of other MAC entities. We thus need to add a guard
time at the end of the SYN bit and each ID bit in order
to ensure that there is no overlap of bits of different
rank. During the guard time, the MAC entity is blind
(i.e. no sending, no sensing) and after this time, there
is no residue of the previous bit tournament.

Parameters of the CANlike protocol

Call τTT , τST , τPT the turnaround time of a
transceiver, the sensing time of a transceiver, the propa-
gation time between the two most remote MAC entities
respectively and call n the number of bits of the ID field.

lb 2τPT + τTT + τSTls
tg 2τPT + τTT

TOBS (n+ 1)(4τPT + 2τTT + τST )

Table 1. Parameters of the CANlike protocol.

The parameters of CANlike are as follows: lb is the
length of an ID bit, ls is the length of the SYN bit, tg is
the length of the guard time and TOBS is the observation
time of the idle channel. The values of these parameters
are given on Tab. 1.

The duration of TOBS is obtained by considering the
case where we have an ID field with only recessive bits
(which gives the maximum time when the channel is idle
during the competition based on the ID field (n(lb + tg))
and then the time TOBS must be higher than this value.
We take the value of TOBS:

TOBS = (n+ 1)(lb + tg)

= (n+ 1)(4τPT + 2τTT + τST ) (11)

Finally, we obtain the tournament duration of a winner:

TOBS + (ls + tg) + n(lb + tg)

= 2(n+ 1)(4τPT + 2τTT + τST ) (12)

Remark

• The duration (slot time) of the SYN bit and the ID bit
is considerably longer than this of a data bit (bit of a
frame). The winner transmits the frame at the bit rate
allowed by the radio transceiver.

• We have implemented this protocol in the simulator
TrueTime.

Example of a time diagram of the CANlike protocol

We present a simple example of the tournament of this
protocol on Fig. 7. We consider 2 nodes A and B which
start the tournament at the same time and which have the
ID fields of 3 bits (1; 0; 0) and (1; 0; 1) respectively, i.e.
A has a higher priority than B. At the 1st ID bit, the two
nodes, which have recessive bits, find the channel idle and
continue the next bit. At the 2nd ID bit, the two nodes have
dominant bits so they continue the next bit. At the last ID
bit, A has a dominant bit so it is the winner by definition
while B, which has a recessive bit, finds the channel busy
and then it stops the tournament. A then sends its data.



2.9 Global system which will be analyzed

We will consider the implementation of 4 processes
(P1, P2, P3, P4) on a WLAN which are identical to the
one presented in Sect. 2.1. The sensor tasks of which are
synchronous (i.e. same sampling instants). The data field
of the fsc and fca frames are of 16 bits. The controller,
sensor and actuator tasks of the 4 processes are all in dif-
ferent computers. Then we have 12 computers connected
to the network and we have 8 frame flows including 4 fsc
flows and 4 fca flows.

Note that the static priorities of the fcai and fsci
flows of each process Pi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are such that
Pcai > Psci (Sect. 2.7) and these the 4 processes are
arranged in the following order:
Pca1 > Pca2 > Pca3 > Pca4 > Psc1 > Psc2 > Psc3 > Psc4

i.e. Pi is considered more important than Pj with i < j.

Concerning the WLAN, we consider two MAC proto-
cols: IEEE 802.11 DCF and CANlike. IEEE 802.11 DCF
is considered as the base of our analysis. CANlike has the
same structure of the frame of IEEE 802.11 DCF. The bit
rate in the Physical layer is 1 Mbits/s. Other characteris-
tics of the two MAC protocols are as follows:

Protocol IEEE 802.11 DCF

• The control informations are 192 bits for the physical
layer + 272 bits for the MAC layer then the length of
a frame is: 192 + 272 + 16 = 480 bits.

• DIFS = 50 µs; τTT = 5 µs; τST = 15 µs; τPT is
neglected; Contention window = [620 µs; 20460 µs].

Protocol CANlike

• We consider both static priorities (call CANlike-sta
this protocol CANlike) and hybrid priorities (call
CANlike-hyb this protocol CANlike).

• The length of the ID field is n = 8 bits. For CANlike-
hyb, we consider the ID field of 4 bits for the level 2
and 4 bits for the level 1 (Fig. 5).

• From Tab. 1, we get lb = ls = 20 µs, tg = 5 µs,
TOBS = 225 µs and the tournament duration of a
winner (Equa. 12) is 450 µs.

• The length of a frame is 480 bits, then, as the bit rate
is 1 Mbits/s, the duration of a frame is 480 µs.

• The total duration for a winner to send a fsc frame
or a fca frame is: tournament duration (450 µs) +
frame duration (480 µs) = 930 µs. So, as we have to
transmit 8 frames during each period of h = 10 ms,
this can be done because 8 × 930 = 7440 µs < h
and then the network is not overloaded.

• Remark: as the network is not overloaded, the con-
ditions for insignificances of the poles p3, p4 and
neglected roles of the zeros z2, z3 in the remark in
Sect. 2.4 are validated. The proposed dominant pole
method can be used without problem.
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Figure 8. CANlike-sta: time responses y(t).

P1 P2 P3 P4

IEEE 802.11 DCF:
-mean value 139 136 134 161
-max gap 132 84 156 140

CANlike-sta 88.9 145 234 382

Table 2. IEEE 802.11 DCF and CANlike-sta:

QoC evaluation (∆J/J0%).

Remark about the implementation in the simulator

IEEE 802.11 DCF had already implemented in the sim-
ulator TrueTime, we have only implemented CANlike.

2.10 Reference results

We have done the evaluation of QoC (∆J/J0%) of the
4 processes (P1, P2, P3, P4) by considering the protocols
IEEE 802.11 DCF and CANlike-sta. The results which
are on Tab. 2 are considered as the reference to compare.

For IEEE 802.11 DCF, as we have collisions and the
collision resolution is done by using a random time (back-
off mechanism), each run simulation gives a different re-
sult. Thus, we have done 20 simulations and we give the
mean value and the maximum gap existing between the
results of one simulation and the mean value. We can
see that the results of the different processes are pretty
balanced. The balance between the mean values is nor-
mal because the processes are not differentiated. If we
do more simulations, we will have the more balance.
But the very high possibility of maximum gaps and the
non-deterministic characteristic indicate that IEEE 802.11
DCF cannot be used for real-time applications.

For CANlike-sta, we see that obviously the priority dis-
criminates the processes, Pi is better than Pj with i < j
(Tab. 2 and Fig. 8) and so the higher the priority is, the
less the time delay is, then the better the performance is.

3 Relation QoS→QoC

The strict study of this relation is based on the use of
CANlike-sta protocol (in this way, using static priorities,
the QoS is independent of the QoC). We then use the dom-
inant pole method for the delay compensation.



3.1 Essential problem

The implementation of this relation, by the controller
during each sampling period k, requires that the controller
gets the communication time delay (τsc + τca) of this pe-
riod k. But it is not possible because τca is unknown (τsc
can be known). However, with static priorities and taking
into account that the network is not overloaded (Sect. 2.9),
the delay (τsc + τca), for each process, is the same what-
ever the period may be. Thus the controller can use the
value (τsc+τca) of the previous period (k−1). The sensor
task allows the controller to get this knowledge. Actually
a sensor task can evaluate, in any sampling period noted
(k− 1), the value (τsc+ τca) by noting the time difference
between the sampling instant tk−1 and the reception in-
stant of the corresponding fca frame by the actuator task
(we supposes that the propagation time is neglected and
the sensor task knows the address of the fca frame, so the
instant when the sensor task reads the fca frame is exactly
the reception instant of the fca frame by the actuator task).

Then, at the next sampling instant tk, the sensor task
will put in the data field of its frame, the sampled output
value (yk) and the time delay (τsc + τca) which will be
used by the controller task.

In brief, concerning the controller task:

• It gets (τsc + τca) from the fsc frame, and then com-
putes the loop delay τ = τsc+ τca+ τZOH and com-
putes the new parameters K and Td (cf. Equa. 6).

• With the knowledge of these new parameters K and
Td and the value of yk, it computes the control signal
uk (cf. Equa. 9) and sends it in a fca frame.

Note about the first sampling period: at t0 = 0, as the
sensor has no information about τsc and τca, the controller
will not get such information and then will use only τZOH

i.e. the loop time delay τ0 = τZOH .

Important remark

In IEEE 802.11 DCF, the time (τsc + τca) is variable
and unknown in each sampling period because of the us-
ing of a random time (backoff mechanism) for collision
resolutions. Thus this relation QoS→QoC cannot be im-
plemented with the IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol.

3.2 Results

The QoC (∆J/J0%) and time responses for 4 pro-
cesses are represented respectively on Tab. 3 and Fig. 9.

We see that, this relation QoS→QoC improves the re-
sults compared with the results on Tab. 2 and on Fig. 8.
This improvement is normal because here we have com-
pensated the time delays.

Note that although we have compensated the time de-
lays, we still do not have identical performances for the 4
processes (we see different overshoots on Fig. 9) due to
the effect of the zero −1/Td (cf. Remark in Sect. 2.4).
The lower the priority is, the higher the time delay to be
compensated is, the higher the value of Td is, the zero gets
closer to the origin and then the higher the value of O is).
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Figure 9. Relation QoS→QoC: y(t).

P1 P2 P3 P4

54.0 77.6 106 142
Table 3. Relation QoS→QoC: ∆J/J0%.

4 Relation QoC→QoS

This relation is implemented by means of the
CANlike-hyb protocol where the part “dynamic priority”
provides the property “Application aware network”. The
controller is fixed (controller defined in Sect. 2.1 and we
do not use the delay compensation method).

4.1 Essential problem

We have to specify the value of the level 2 of the ID
field of the fsc and fca frames. Reminding that the con-
troller task computes a dynamic priority (using Equa. 10)
each time it receives a fsc frame.

The first proposal we did [7], [14] and which seems
natural is that, during each sampling period k (i.e. period
starting at the sampling instant tk in the sensor task), the
sensor task uses the last dynamic priority computed by
the controller in the previous sampling period k − 1 (call
it Pk−1) and the controller task uses the dynamic priority
it has just computed ( call it Pk).
Thus the value of the level 2 of the ID field of the fsc
frame is Pk−1 while this one of the fca frame is Pk.

However, with this scheme, the sequence “reception of
the fsc frame by the controller - sending of the fca frame
by the controller” can be interrupted. Because when the
controller tries to send the fca frame, there can be a frame
of another process which has a higher dynamic priority.
So, in order to this sequence be not interrupted (i.e. atomic
action), we put the value Pmax in the level 2 of the ID field
of the fca frame (i.e. the controller task uses the maximum
dynamic priority) while the value Pk which has just been
computed is put in the data field of this frame in order to
send this Pk to the sensor task. In this way, the controller
task can send its frame immediately after the reception of
the fsc frame (computational times are neglected). In the
next sampling period (k+1), the sensor task will learn Pk

after having read the concerned fca frame and will put it
in the level 2 of the ID field of its frame.
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Figure 10. Relation QoC→QoS: y(t).

P1 P2 P3 P4

169 198 185 233
Table 4. Relation QoC→QoS: ∆J/J0%.

4.2 Results

The QoC is represented on Tab. 4 (∆J/J0%) and on
Fig. 10 (time responses).

We can see a QoC balance between the 4 processes by
comparing with the results done by the use of the static
priorities on Tab. 2 and Fig. 8. This balance results from
the predominant role of the part “dynamic priority” in
comparison with the part “static priority” (as all the pro-
cesses have the same type of variable urgencies because
they have the same transfer function, that explains the bal-
anced aspect).

5 Relation QoS⇋QoC

5.1 Principle of the implementation

The objective is to combine the frame scheduling based
on the hybrid priority (i.e. the relation QoC→QoS)
and the compensation method for time delays (i.e. the
relation QoS→QoC) in order to have a more efficient
control system.

However, concerning the loop time delay compensa-
tion, in the sampling period k, we cannot consider here
that the controller can use the value of the loop time delay
of the sampling period (k − 1) because, now, taking into
account the dynamic priority used by the sensor task, the
time delay (τsc + τca) changes every sampling period.

Then the controller must make the delay compensation
in the sampling period k by knowing the loop time delay
of this sampling period k. We explain now this implemen-
tation, the principle of which is represented on Fig. 12.

At the instant tk, the sensor task generates a fsc frame
which includes the dynamic priority Pk−1 in the ID field
i.e. the sensor task uses the dynamic priority computed
by the controller in the previous period (this expresses the
implementation of the relation QoC→QoS). The data field
of this fsc frame includes the value of the instant tk and
the output sampled value yk (these values represent the
contribution of the sensor task to the relation QoS→QoC).
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Figure 11. Relation QoS⇋QoC: y(t).

P1 P2 P3 P4

99.3 76.6 107 112
Table 5. Relation QoS⇋QoC: ∆J/J0%.

When the controller task receives this frame, it under-
takes the following actions (we suppose that these actions
are instantaneous i.e. computational time is neglected):

• With the value of tk, it deduces the value of the time
delay τsc (by comparison to its local clock; we sup-
pose that the clocks are well synchronized); further-
more, as the level 2 of the ID field of the fca frame in-
cludes Pmax, the fca frame is sent immediately, then
τca = frame duration (480 µs); and as the value of
τZOH is known (τZOH = h/2), the controller has the
knowledge of the loop time delay τ in this sampling
period and can then computes the new parameters K
and Td (Equa. 6). This compensation expresses the
implementation of the relation QoS→QoC.

• Then, with the value yk and the new parameters K
and Td, the controller computes the value of the con-
trol signal uk (Equa. 9). With this value uk, it com-
putes the dynamic priority Pk (Equa. 10) which will
be used in the next sampling period by the sensor
task (this characterizes the setting up of the relation
QoC→QoS for the next sampling period).

5.2 Results

The QoC is represented on Tab. 5 (∆J/J0%) and on
Fig. 11 (time responses).

Comparing with the results relative to the relation
QoC→QoS (Tab. 4; Fig. 10): we still maintain the bal-
anced performances for processes and by adding the re-
lation QoS→QoC (i.e. delay compensation), the relation
QoS⇋QoC improves the QoC (we see the smaller over-
shoots on Fig. 11).

6 Conclusion

We introduce on Fig. 13 a graphic representation of
the QoC (∆J/J0%) which summarizes the study done in
this paper (on Fig. 13: the dotted lines represent the max-
imum gap in IEEE 802.11 DCF in comparison with the
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mean value on 20 simulations; “Adaptive-Controller” is
the controller where we use the dominant pole method and
“Fixed Controller” is the controller in the case where we
do not use the delay compensation method).

The first point to mention is the interest of the imple-
mentation of priorities in the CSMA protocols. We see the
improvement of the performance obtained by the priority-
based CSMA MAC protocols (CANlike) in comparison
with IEEE 802.11 DCF for example. This study shows
that IEEE 802.11 DCF in which collisions can occur can-
not get QoS guarantees and then cannot be used for real-
time applications.

The main point that we want to emphasize here is
the interest of the relation QoS⇋QoC which is the
combination of the relation QoS→QoC and the relation
QoC→QoS i.e. the joint action of the delay compensation
and the hybrid priorities:

• By the delay compensation, we improve the QoC for
all process control applications compared with the
case we do not use the delay compensation.

• By the hybrid priorities (role of the part “dynamic

priority”), we introduce the QoC balance for differ-
ent process control applications compared with the
case of the static priorities.

• By the joint action, the relation QoS⇋QoC allows to
improve QoC while maintaining the balanced aspect.
And then we can consider the possibility to imple-
ment more applications.

The further work should be the following points:

• From the automatic control point of view: to study
stability conditions when the on-line control law pa-
rameters change from sampling period to sampling
period; to consider other delay compensation meth-
ods, other types of controller (PID for example),
other transfer functions.

• From the communication network point of view: to
evaluate the difference of the performances between
CAN and CANlike (influence of the tournament du-
ration in CANlike); to specify collision-free CSMA
MAC protocols for multi-hop communication.
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